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*The Weekly News Round-Up is Temporarily Suspended Until Further Notice. It will be reinstated after the first of the year*

Regulation & Legislation:
Congress Expected to Act on Hours of Service Confusion, ATA Rep Says in Regulatory Update
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal

Trump Win Spurs Obama Regs
Source: The Hill

14 Obama Regs Trump Could Undo
Source: The Hill

Are You Ready for New Overtime Rules?
Source: For Construction Pros

GOP Eyes New ObamaCare strategy: Repeal and Delay
Source: The Hill

Ryan Stops Vote on Bringing Back Earmarks
Source: The Hill

Top Dem Casts Doubt on Prospects for Waterways Bill in Lame Duck
Source: The Hill

Top Republican Warns Agencies Against 'Midnight Regulations'
Source: The Hill

GOP Opt for Short-Term Spending Bill
Source: The Hill

OSHA Publishes Guide on Silica Rule Compliance for Small Businesses
Source: Safety and Health Magazine

SD Delegation Hopes to Kick WOTUS to the Curb
Source: The Daily Republic

Judge Permanently Blocks 'Persuader Rule' Requiring Firms To Disclose Labor Advice
Source: Forbes

Rule Requiring Minimum Driver Training Standards Expected to be Made Law by Year’s End
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal

Transportation:
Wave of Ballot Measures Win Passage to Boost, Protect Transportation Funding
NTSB Says Tens Of Thousands Of Transportation Deaths Are Preventable. Here’s How.
Source: Forbes

OOIDA Files Petition for Review Over Sleep Apnea Appendix
Source: Truck News

VW Said to Reach U.S. Deal to Fix Most Tainted Audi Diesels
Source: Bloomberg

Biggest Spike in Traffic Deaths in 50 Years? Blame Apps
Source: New York Times

Uber Close to Settling Drivers’ Suit With Billions at Stake
Source: Bloomberg

Infrastructure:

What Trump, Clinton and Voters Agreed On: Better Infrastructure
Source: New York Times

Trump Win is Boost for Infrastructure Spending
Source: CNN

Trump Pushes Infrastructure Plans, but Congress Blocked Obama on Issue
Source: Chicago Tribune

Trump Infrastructure Plan is Private Money and Tax Credits
Source: Market Place

President-Elect Trump Vows Transportation Infrastructure Will Be ‘Second to None’
Source: AASHTO Journal

CEO Who Voted for Trump Expects Construction Boom
Source: CNN

House, Senate Appear Split on Infrastructure as Top Priority
Source: The Hill

Trump’s Infrastructure Plan: Potholes or a Smooth Ride?
Source: USA Today

GOP Braces for Trump’s $1T Infrastructure Push
Source: The Hill

After Trump’s Win, Construction Gears Up for Policy Shifts
Source: Engineering News Record

Ripple Effect: The Big-Ticket Fix For The Ohio’s Aging Dams
Source: WV Public

Trump Team is Considering Creating a New Bank to Fund Infrastructure
Source: CNBC

Labor:

Here’s How Labor and Employment Might Change Under Trump
Source: Fast Company

Labor News on Tap: Trump, Overtime, Class Action Waivers
Source: Bloomberg

Reining In The Anti-Business National Labor Relations Board
Source: Investors

Transitioning to a Trump Administration: What It Could Mean for the Department of Labor and OSHA
Source: EHS Today
Meet the Labor Secretary Trump Is Rumored to Be Considering
Source: Value Walk

New Overtime Rule Will Impact 4 Million Workers, but do They Know it is Happening?
Source: STL Public Radio

Trump Poised to Reshape Labor Board, Lawyers Say
Source: Wall Street Journal

Non-Profit Group Pushes Congress to Stop New Labor Rules, Including DOL’s Potentially Costly Fiduciary Rule
Source: Legal News Line

Here's How Employers Are Gearing Up for New U.S. Overtime Rules
Source: Bloomberg

Sustainability:
Tips for Getting Home Buyers to go Green
Source: Builder Online

Resilient Construction:
In Wake of Hurricane Matthew, Building with Strength Would Bring Southeast Atlantic Residents Significant Cost-Savings
Source: For Construction Pros

Will Rising Earthquake Risks in Oklahoma Shake Up the Insurance Market?
Source: Insurance Journal

NC Asks Feds for $1 Billion in Disaster Recovery
Source: News & Observer

Trump’s Prime-Time Endorsement of Concrete Building Attributes Endures
Source: Concrete Products

Environment:
Sarkozy Warns Trump Against Leaving Climate Pact
Source: The Hill

Obama: Trump Should Not End Paris Climate Agreement
Source: The Hill

WOTUS Could be Rescinded Under Trump Presidency, Hoeven Says
Source: AG Week

China Disputes Trump’s Climate Change ‘Hoax’ Claims
Source: The Hill

Kerry: Trump Shouldn’t Make Climate Change a ‘Partisan Issue’
Source: The Hill

Economy:
Asian Currencies Drop to Seven-Year Low as Dollar Surges: Chart
Source: Bloomberg

Poll: GOP Optimism on Economy Soars After Trump Win
Source: The Hill

U.S. Economy: CPI, Housing Starts, Jobless Claims
Source: Bloomberg

The Heart of the U.S. Economy Is Weaker Than It Looks
How Trump's Deportation Plans Could Undermine the U.S. Economy

Source: Bloomberg

Yellen Signals Fed Won't Be Cowed After Trump's Election Victory

Source: Chicago Tribune

Housing Construction Jumps by Largest Amount in 34 Years

Source: Bloomberg

Tax Reform:

House GOP Grapples With Cross-Border Tax Proposal

Source: The Hill

GOP Lawmaker Urges Leaders to Seize 'Golden Moment' for Tax Reform

Source: The Hill

Republican Sweep Creates Potential for Major Tax Changes

Source: Grant Thornton

Trump’s Corporate Tax Reforms: What CFOs Need to Know

Source: CFO

Trump and Congress Both Want Tax Cuts. The Question Is Which Ones.

Source: New York Times

GOP Mulls Path on Device Tax Repeal After Trump Victory

Source: Bloomberg

Six Things to Watch as Congress Gears Up for Tax Overhaul

Source: Bloomberg

GOP Lawmaker Urges Leaders to Seize 'Golden Moment' for Tax Reform

Source: The Hill

The Tax Reform Opportunity

Source: US News

House Republicans Aim to Cut Taxes Without Increasing Deficits

Source: Wall Street Journal

Trump Adviser Suggests Splitting Tax Reform Into Two Bills

Source: The Hill

Trump’s 15% Corporate Rate ‘Certainly Doable,’ Says Former Top House Tax Writer

Source: Market Watch

Tax Reform Shaping up to be One of Washington’s First Fights Under Trump

Source: Washington Post

Government Spending:

The Wolf at the Door

Source: Washington Times

Why Bond Markets Hate Donald Trump

Source: Fortune

Politics:

Trump and McConnell: Washington’s Most Powerful Odd Couple

Source: The Hill

Hillary Clinton’s Missing Votes

Source: The Hill
Obama: Dems Need to Reflect on Election Loss
Source: The Hill
The Untold Stories of the 2016 Battle for the Senate
Source: The Hill
House Democrats Delay Leadership Elections
Source: Politico
Schumer Under Pressure to Add Sanders to Leadership Team
Source: The Hill
GOP to Unify Behind Paul Ryan
Source: Politico
Stivers Elected to Chair NRCC
Source: Politico
Trump’s Cabinet: How it is Shaping Up
Source: The Hill
Suddenly, it’s Pelosi Who’s Facing Questions
Source: The Hill
Schumer Expands Leadership Team
Source: Roll Call
Dems Recruiting New York Rep to Challenge Pelosi
Source: The Hill
Rep. Ellison Formally Announces Run for DNC Chair
Source: Politico